GO! With Microsoft Access 2010 Introductory
Synopsis

For introductory computer courses on Microsoft Access 2010 or courses in computer concepts with a lab component on Access. Teach the course YOU want in LESS TIME! The primary goal of the GO! Series, aside from teaching computer applications, is ease of implementation. This approach is based on clearly defined projects for students and a one-of-a-kind supplements package for instructors.
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Customer Reviews

The book is easy to follow its a very useful tool when working with access. Queries are at time difficult and with the help of this book they become less troublesome.

The book and the CD are great learning tools. They walk you through step by step with great examples. Well worth the price!

I was not impressed how the delivery went I looked expecting this earlier then it came The travel went from CA to MA then WA I didnt quite understand that o well I got it in perfect condition and the CD has not been open meeting the requirements I need for my online classes

Great service and saved a lot of money buying new! I owuld recomment this to anyone in college
and looking for a way to save some money

Worked for me

it's good
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